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QUESTION 1

A security company is developing a new cloud-based log analytics platform. Its purpose is to allow: 

Customers to upload their log files to the "big data" platform Customers to perform remote log search 

Customers to integrate into the platform using an API so that third party business intelligence tools can be used for the
purpose of trending, insights, and/or discovery 

Which of the following are the BEST security considerations to protect data from one customer being disclosed to other
customers? (Select THREE). 

A. Secure storage and transmission of API keys 

B. Secure protocols for transmission of log files and search results 

C. At least two years retention of log files in case of e-discovery requests 

D. Multi-tenancy with RBAC support 

E. Sanitizing filters to prevent upload of sensitive log file contents 

F. Encrypted storage of all customer log files 

Correct Answer: ABD 

 

QUESTION 2

An internal committee comprised of the facilities manager, the physical security manager, the network administrator,
and a member of the executive team has been formed to address a recent breach at a company\\'s data center. It was
discovered that during the breach, an HVAC specialist had gained entry to an area that contained server farms holding
sensitive financial data. Although the HVAC specialist was there to fix a legitimate issue, the investigation concluded
security be provided for the two entry and exit points for the server farm. Which of the following should be implemented
to accomplish the recommendations of the investigation? 

A. Implement a policy that all non-employees should be escorted in the data center. 

B. Place a mantrap at the points with biometric security. 

C. Hire an HVAC person for the company, eliminating the need for external HVAC people. 

D. Implement CCTV cameras at both points. 

Correct Answer: B 

 

QUESTION 3

Which of the following can aid a buffer overflow attack to execute when used in the creation of applications? 

A. Secure cookie storage 
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B. Standard libraries 

C. State management 

D. Input validation 

Correct Answer: B 

 

QUESTION 4

The Information Security Officer (ISO) is reviewing a summary of the findings from the last COOP tabletop exercise. The
Chief Information Officer (CIO) wants to determine which additional controls must be implemented to reduce the risk of
an extended customer service outage due to the VoIP system being unavailable. Which of the following BEST describes
the scenario presented and the document the ISO is reviewing? 

A. The ISO is evaluating the business implications of a recent telephone system failure within the BIA. 

B. The ISO is investigating the impact of a possible downtime of the messaging system within the RA. 

C. The ISO is calculating the budget adjustment needed to ensure audio/video system redundancy within the RFQ. 

D. The ISO is assessing the effect of a simulated downtime involving the telecommunication system within the AAR. 

Correct Answer: D 

 

QUESTION 5

A security engineer is troubleshooting a possible virus infection, which may have spread to multiple desktop computers
within the organization. The company implements enterprise antivirus software on all desktops, but the enterprise
antivirus server\\'s logs show no sign of a virus infection. The border firewall logs show suspicious activity from multiple
internal hosts trying to connect to the same external IP address. The security administrator decides to post the firewall
logs to a security mailing list and receives confirmation from other security administrators that the firewall logs indicate
internal hosts are compromised with a new variant of the Trojan.Ransomcrypt.G malware not yet detected by most
antivirus software. Which of the following would have detected the malware infection sooner? 

A. The security administrator should consider deploying a signature-based intrusion detection system. 

B. The security administrator should consider deploying enterprise forensic analysis tools. 

C. The security administrator should consider installing a cloud augmented security service. 

D. The security administrator should consider establishing an incident response team. 

Correct Answer: C 
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